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GB3228.66
Posters
Jan-17
John Davies, …
n/a
Donated Collection: Open-ended
1980-1981
Physical original
4 items
Ahmed Iqbal Ullah Race Relations Resource Centre
This collection has been created by the Ahmed Iqbal Ullah Race
Relations Resource Centre as a repository for indiviual and small
poster donations requiring archival care (NB the Resource Centre
also has a collection of loanable posters in the library). Donations
come from a range of donors.
n/a
The collection currently (Jan 2017) contains posters from c.1980
pertaining to anti-deportation and defense campaigns in
Manchester, Leeds and Bradford
There are currently no Series within this collection
GB3228.SCC - Steve Cohen posters; GB3228.6 Tandana Collection;
Ahmed Iqbal Ullah Race Relations Resource Centre loanable poster
collection
Open
n/a
English
n/a
posters, archive, anti-racism, anti-deportation, defense campaigns

ITEM LEVEL
Ref no
GB3228.66/0/1

Item name
Series name
Date range
Jaswinder Kaur is Here to Stay poster n/a
c.1980

Form
Physical original

Extent
1 item

Material spec
Creator
(digital)
n/a
Friends of Jaswinder Kaur

GB3228.66/0/2

Defend Nazreen Akhtar poster

n/a

c.1980

Physical original

1 item

n/a

unknown

GB3228.66/0/3

Free the Bradford 12 poster

n/a

1981

Physical original

1 item

n/a

unknown

GB3228.66/0/4

Stop Cynthia Gordon and Nasira
Begums Deportation poster

n/a

c.1980

Physical original

1 item

n/a

Cynthia Gordon Action
Committee and Friends of
Nasira Begum

Background
Donated by John Davies, who was involved
in anti-deportation and similar defense
campaigns in the 1970s and 80s

Scope and content
Detail Related material
Poster depicting Jaswinder Kaur and her
n/a
n/a
children, explaining her situation and promoting
a demonstration in Leeds, as part of a national
demonstration day
Donated by John Davies, who was involved Poster depicting Nazreen Akhtar and children
n/a
n/a
in anti-deportation and similar defense
campaigns in the 1970s and 80s

Access conditions Usage and permissions
open
copyright ownership unknown

Language/s
English

Finding aids
n/a

Key words
jaswinder kaur, anti-deportation,
leeds

open

copyright ownership unknown

English and
Urdu

n/a

nazreen akhtar, anti-deportation,
asian women

Donated by John Davies, who was involved Poster explaining the case of the Bradford 12 - a n/a
in anti-deportation and similar defense
group of Asian youths arrested for
campaigns in the 1970s and 80s
manufacturing petrol bombs, allegedly to
protect their community from a threatened
attack - and promoting a demonstration in
Bradford on 12th Dec, as part of a national
demonstration
Donated by John Davies, who was involved Poster promoting a rally in support of Cynthia
n/a
in anti-deportation and similar defense
Gordon and Nasira Begum in Manchester
campaigns in the 1970s and 80s

open

copyright ownership unknown

English

n/a

bradford 12, defense campaign,
bradford

GB3228.5/6 - Elouise Edwards
open
Collection, Hulme and Moss Side
photographs, contains
photographs from this rally

copyright ownership unknown

English

n/a

nasira begum, cynthia gordon,
anti-deportation, manchester

GB3228.6 Tandana Collection

